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Dynamics of light antiquarks in the proton
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We present a comprehensive analysis of the recent data from the E866 experiment at Fermilab on Drell-Yan
production inpD andpp collisions, which indicates a non-trivialx dependence for the asymmetry betweenū

and d̄ quark distributions in the proton. The relatively fast decrease of the asymmetry at largex suggests the
important role played by the chiral structure of the nucleon, in particular thepN andpD components of the
nucleon wave function. At smallx the data require an additional non-chiral component, which may be attrib-
uted to the Pauli exclusion principle, as first suggested by Field and Feynman.@S0556-2821~99!05701-X#

PACS number~s!: 12.39.Ba, 13.85.Qk, 14.20.Dh, 24.85.1p
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent Drell-Yan experiment by the E866/NuSea C
laboration at Fermilab@1# provides the best information ye
on the detailed structure of the light antiquark sea of
proton. Although previous experiments by the New Mu
Collaboration@2# on the difference between the proton a
neutron structure functions established that an asymmetr
the sea exists, they yielded direct information only on
first moment of the antiquark asymmetry. The earlier Dre
Yan experiment by the NA51 Collaboration at CERN@3#
measured the up and down antiquark ratio, though at z
rapidity @4#, but in order to improve the statistical accura
the data were binned to a single value of Bjorken-x. The
E866 experiment, on the other hand, has for the first t

mapped out the shape of thed̄/ū ratio over a large range o
x, 0.02,x,0.345.

The relatively large asymmetry found in these expe
ments implies the presence of non-trivial dynamics in
proton sea which does not have a perturbative QCD ori
From the symmetry properties of QCD, we know that o
source of non-perturbative quark-antiquark pairs is the p
cloud associated with dynamical chiral symmetry breaki
The novel and unexpected feature of the E866 data is tha
d̄/ū asymmetry peaks at rather small values ofx, and drops
quite rapidly with increasingx, approximately like (12x)n

with n;10. This behavior had not been anticipated in glo
parametrizations of data, and is softer than pion cloud m
els of the nucleon would generally predict. While the form
is just an artifact of an extrapolation of a parametric funct
into an unmeasured region, with no physics implications,
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reason for the latter is the rather hard valence antiquark
tribution in the pion,q̄v

p;(12x)n with n;1. Although this
x dependence is softened somewhat by the probability
finding the pion in the nucleon in the first place, the resulti
convoluted distribution still does not die off as rapidly,
largex, as the new E866 data would suggest.

Our analysis suggests that a quantitative description of
entire region ofx covered in the experiment requires a de
cate balance between several competing mechanisms, w
leads us to speculate about the possibility of a two-ph
picture of the non-perturbative sea of the nucleon. At lar
x, the dynamics of the pion cloud of the nucleon come to
fore, with deep-inelastic scattering from thepN component

of the nucleon wave function providing the bulk of thed̄
2ū asymmetry. On the other hand, the important role of
D isobar in nuclear physics has been known for a long tim
and it proves to be of some importance in this case too.
part of thepD distribution happens to be harder than t

pN, there would be cancellation of some of thed̄ excess at
large x. Such a piece does indeed arise in the light-co
formulation of the meson-cloud model, provided thepND
form factor, parametrized for example by a dipole form,
harder than thepNN form factor @5#—something which is
consistent with the measured difference between the nuc
andND transition axial form factors.

To be consistent with the measured sum,ū1d̄, it is
known that both thepNN andpND form factors need to be
relatively soft@6#. The best fit, within the pion cloud frame
work, to the data on both the sum and difference ofū and d̄
at largex accounts for around half of the integrated asy
metry, leaving room for possible other, non-pionic, mech
nisms to provide the missing strength at smallerx. ~While
the usual discussions of the pionic contribution focus on
valence quarks in the pion, there is also some theoret
argument for ad̄2ū asymmetry in the sea of the pion. W
©1998 The American Physical Society33-1
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W. MELNITCHOUK, J. SPETH, AND A. W. THOMAS PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 014033
also estimate how this might affect the analysis.!
It should be noted that, aside from the flavor-asymme

pN andpD components of the nucleon, there is noa priori
reason why the ‘‘bare’’~non-pion-dressed! nucleon state it-
self cannot have an intrinsic asymmetric sea associated
it. In fact, this is actually what is expected from the Pa
exclusion principle, as anticipated long ago by Field a
Feynman@7# on the simple basis that theu and d valence
quark sectors are unequally populated in the proton gro
state. Although more difficult to estimate mode
independently, the contribution to thed̄2ū difference from
antisymmetrization has been calculated within a n
perturbative model of the nucleon@8#. Along the lines of the
model estimates, we find that the effects of antisymmetr
tion are most relevant at smallx, with normalization such
that they can account for most of the remaining half of
integrated asymmetry. Indeed, our analysis suggests tha
best fit to the E866 data is obtained when both mechani
play a role, consistent with the conclusions of earlier ana
ses@9,10# of the NMC data on the proton-neutron structu
function difference.

In the following, we first outline in Sec. II the experimen
tal status of thed̄/ū asymmetry, including a comparison o
the Drell-Yan data with deep-inelastic scattering data. In S
III the question of the possible origin of the asymmetry
addressed, in the form of the chiral structure of the nucle
and the associated pion cloud, while Sec. IV deals with
role of the Pauli exclusion principle as a source of flav
asymmetry. In Sec. V we summarize our conclusions.

II. THE LIGHT ANTIQUARK ASYMMETRY

The E866/NuSea Collaboration measuredm1m2 Drell-
Yan pairs produced inpp and pD collisions. In the parton
model the Drell-Yan cross section is proportional to

sph}(
q

eq
2
„qp~x1!q̄h~x2!1q̄p~x1!qh~x2!…, ~1!

whereh5p or D, andx1 andx2 are the light-cone momen
tum fractions carried by partons in the projectile and tar
hadron, respectively.

Assuming that the deuteron is composed of two bou
nucleons, and utilizing isospin symmetry (up5dn, etc.!, in
the limit x1@x2 @in which q̄(x1)!q(x1)] the ratio of the
deuteron to proton cross sections can be written

spD

2sppU
x1@x2

5
1

2
S u! ~x2!

ū~x2!
1

d! ~x2!

ū~x2!
D

3
41d~x1!/u~x1!

41d~x1!/u~x1!•d̄~x2!/ū~x2!
, ~2!

where q! is the antiquark distribution in the bound proto
Neglecting relativistic and nucleon off-shell effects, this c
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be approximated by a convolution of the antiquark distrib
tion in the proton with the proton distribution function in th
deuteron@11,12#,

q! ~x!'E
x

dz

z
f N/D~z!q̄~x/z!, ~3!

wheref N/D(z) is the distribution of nucleons in the deutero
with light-cone momentum fractionz. In practice we use the
function f N/D from Ref. @11#, where it is given in terms of a
realistic deuteron wave function that has been constraine
reproduce the static deuteron properties and nucleon-nuc
phase shifts.

In the absence of nuclear effects,q! 5q̄, one would have

spD

2spp
5

1

2
S 11

d̄~x2!

ū~x2!
D

3
41d~x1!/u~x1!

41d~x1!/u~x1!•d̄~x2!/ū~x2!
, ~4!

so that the ratio would be unity ifd̄5ū. On the other hand
we know that nuclear shadowing exists in the deuteron
small x ~see @13# and references within!, and at largex
nuclear binding and Fermi motion effects come into prom
nence@14#. Since the bulk of the effect is observed outsi
the very smallx region, shadowing will not be important in
these data. However, Fermi smearing is potentially more
evant, as what enters in the parentheses in Eq.~2! is the ratio
of smeared to unsmearedseaquark distributions, for which
smearing effects should come into play at much smallex
than for the total structure function@11#. In Fig. 1 we show
the ratio of the antiquark distributions in a proton bound
the deuteron to that in a free proton,q! /q̄. Parametrizing the
antiquarks for illustration purposes at largex by a simpleq̄
;(12x)n form, with n55, 7 and 10, the ratio is seen to ris
rapidly abovex;0.4, though in the measured region it on
deviates from unity by a few percent. From this one c
conclude that Eq.~4! should be a reasonable approximati
to Eq. ~2!.

In the extreme large-x1 limit, where d(x1)!u(x1), the
cross section ratio would directly gived̄/ū:

FIG. 1. Ratio of the antiquark distribution in a nucleon bound
the deuteron to that in the free nucleon, forq̄;(12x)n, with n
55, 7 and 10.
3-2
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DYNAMICS OF LIGHT ANTIQUARKS IN THE PROTON PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 014033
spD

2sppU
d~x1!!u~x1!

→
1

2
S 11

d̄~x2!

ū~x2!
D . ~5!

For the E866 data the criterionx1@x2 is not always satisfied
however, so that Eq.~5! gives only an indication of the sen

sitivity of the Drell-Yan cross section tod̄/ū, and in practice
the full parton model cross section is used together with
iterative procedure in which the valence and total sea dis
butions are assumed known and the extractedd̄/ū ratio ad-
justed to fit the data@1#. The resultingd̄/ū ratio is shown in
Fig. 2, where the asymmetry is found to peak at relativ
small x, x;0.15, dropping rapidly to unity byx;0.3. Also
shown for comparison is the NA51 data point@3#, extracted
from the Drell-Yanpp andpn asymmetry atx50.18, which
lies slightly above the E866 data. The two fits are from
CTEQ4 @15# parametrization~dashed line!, which has the
asymmetry extending out to largerx, and the more recen
MRS98 analysis@16# ~dotted line!, which included the E866
data.

From thed̄/ū ratio the E866/NuSea Collaboration furth
extract the difference,D[d̄2ū, assuming the sumd̄1ū
from the CTEQ4 fit,

D5S d̄/ū21

d̄/ū11
D ~ d̄1ū!CTEQ4. ~6!

The resulting points are shown in Fig. 3, again in compari
with the CTEQ4 and Martin-Roberts-Stirling 1998~MRS98!
parametrizations. It should be noted, however, that the
quark distribution in these fits is not very well determined
largex. In particular, a larger total sea atx;0.2– 0.3 would
result in a larger asymmetryD in the region just where the
E866 data appear to drop rapidly to zero. Further data fr
the E866 experiment on the total antiquark distribution
largex should help to clarify the issue. The Drell-Yan da

FIG. 2. Thex dependence of thed̄/ū ratio from the E866@1#
~filled circles! and NA51@3# ~open circle! experiments, compared
with the CTEQ4@15# and MRS98@16# parametrizations. Note tha
the MRS98 parametrization included the E866 data in their
while CTEQ4 predates the experiment.
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can also be compared with the proton-neutron1 structure
function difference measured previously by the New Mu
Collaboration@2#, if one assumes that the valence quark d
tributions in the proton are known. In this case the antiqu
asymmetry can be written

d̄~x!2ū~x!5
1

2
„uV~x!2dV~x!…2

3

2x
„F2

p~x!2F2
n~x!…NMC .

~7!

The d̄2ū difference extracted from the New Muon Collab
ration ~NMC! data is shown in Fig. 3 using both the CTEQ
~open circles! and MRS98~diamonds! fits to the valence
quark distributions. The NMC values appear to lie cons
tently above the E866 data forx above;0.1, although there
is some sensitivity to the choice of valence quark parame
zation. Not surprisingly, the E866 integrated value~after ex-
trapolating down tox50 and up tox51) is found to be:
DE8665*0

1dx(d̄2ū)50.10060.018 @17#, somewhat smaller
than the NMC value, which isDNMC50.14860.039@2#, al-
though still consistent within errors. This difference will b
further enhanced if one corrects the NMC data for shado
ing in the deuteron, omission of which underestimates
violation of the Gottfried sum rule@13#.

The observation of a large asymmetry betweenū and d̄,
now both at CERN and Fermilab, provides theorists with
challenge to better understand the internal, non-perturba
structure of the nucleon, as the asymmetry due to pertu
tive effects is known to be very small@18#. In the next sec-
tion we consider the possible origin of this asymmetry, in t
form of the non-perturbative chiral structure of the nucleo

III. CHIRAL SYMMETRY AND THE MESON CLOUD

The simplest and most obvious source of a no
perturbative asymmetry in the light quark sea is the ch

1Note that the NMC extracted the neutron structure function fr
proton and deuteron data assumingF2

n5F2
D2F2

p .

,

FIG. 3. Comparison ofd̄2ū from the E866 experiment@1# with
the values extracted from the NMC measurement of the pro
neutron structure function difference@2#, using the CTEQ4@15# and
MRS98 @16# parametrizations for the valence quark distribution

Also shown are the parametrizations ofd̄2ū from CTEQ4~dashed!
and MRS98~dotted!.
3-3
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W. MELNITCHOUK, J. SPETH, AND A. W. THOMAS PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 014033
structure of QCD. From numerous studies in low ene
physics, including chiral perturbation theory, pions a
known to play a crucial role in the structure and dynamics
the nucleon. However, there is no reason why the long-ra
tail of the nucleon should not also play a role at higher
ergies. This was first alluded to by Sullivan@19#, who argued
that deep-inelastic scattering from the pion cloud of
nucleon is a scaling contribution to the nucleon struct
function. Indeed, expectations for the ratio of nuclear
nucleon structure functions, based on arguments that nuc
scales are much smaller than typical deep-inelastic sca
and therefore irrelevant, were proved to be dramatica
wrong by the observation of the nuclear European Mu
Collaboration~EMC! effect @20#.

As pointed out by Thomas@6#, if the proton’s wave func-
tion contains an explicitp1n Fock state component, a dee
inelastic probe scattering from the virtualp1, which con-
tains a valenced̄ quark, will automatically lead to ad̄ excess
in the proton. This is the essential physical idea behind the
expectations, and has been used to address not only thed̄/ū
asymmetry@5,9,10,21–27#, but also SU~3! flavor symmetry
breaking in the proton sea@6#, as well as asymmetries in th
strange@28# and heavier flavor sectors@29,30#. In recent
years this picture has been refined and elaborated with in
sion of additional meson and baryon states@5,24#, and con-
straints put on many of the model parameters by comp
sons of the predictions of the model with other proces
@31,32#.

The basic hypothesis of the meson cloud model is that
physical nucleon state can be expanded@in an infinite mo-
mentum frame~IMF! and in the one-meson approximatio#
in a series involving bare nucleon and two-particle, mes
baryon states. The essential ingredients are the me
baryon distribution functions,f MB(y), which give the prob-
ability to find a meson,M , in the nucleon carrying a fraction
y of the nucleon’s light-cone momentum. As discussed
length in the literature, for these functions to have the corr
probabilistic interpretation in the IMF, they must be relat
to the distributions of baryons in the nucleon,f BM(y), via:

f MB~y!5 f BM~12y!. ~8!

This constraint can be verified easily in the IMF, but is n
entirely clear in covariant formulations~see Refs.@5,24,27#
for further discussion on this point!. The IMF treatment has
the additional advantage that the meson and baryon are
mass-shell and so one has no ambiguities associated wit
possible off-mass-shell behavior of their structure functio
that are encountered in the covariant treatments.

The contribution to the antiquark distribution in the pr
ton, d (MB)q̄, can then be written in the IMF as a convolutio
of the meson distribution function and the antiquark dis
bution in the~on-mass-shell! pion:

d~MB!q̄~x!5E
x

1 dy

y
f MB~y!q̄M~x/y!. ~9!
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Note that this is the leading contribution to the antiqua
distribution, and is independent of the model of the ba
nucleon states.

In earlier studies it was found, not surprisingly, that pio
are the most important mesons, and that the dominant c
tributions are those associated with thepN component of the
proton’s wave function. The distribution of pions with a r
coiling nucleon is given by@5,27,31#

f pN~y!5
3gpNN

2

16p2 E
0

` dkT
2

~12y!

3
F pN

2 ~spN!

y~M22spN!2 S kT
21y2M2

12y D , ~10!

so that f p1n52 f p0p5(2/3)f pN for the respective charge
states. The invariant mass squared of thepN system is given
by spN5(kT

21mp
2 )/y1(kT

21M2)/(12y), and for the func-
tional form of thepNN vertex form factorFpN(spN) we
take a simple dipole parametrization:

FpN~spN!5S LpN
2 1M2

LpN
2 1spN

D 2

, ~11!

normalized so that the coupling constantgpNN has its stan-
dard value (513.07) at the pole@F(M2)51#. The symme-
try relations~8! are automatically guaranteed with this typ
of form factor, whereas in the earlier covariant formulatio
@9,10,21–23#, with t-dependent form factors, this could no
be achieved. Note that the E866 group also utilized the
mulation in terms oft-dependent form factors in their rece
theoretical analysis@17# of the Drell-Yan data.

The antiquark distribution in the pion has been measu
in pN Drell-Yan experiments by the E615 Collaboration
Fermilab@33# and by the NA10@34# and NA3@35# Collabo-
rations at CERN. These have been parametrized in nex
leading order analyses in Refs.@36,37#. Unless stated other
wise, we use the valence part of the pion’s antiqua
distribution from Ref.@36# throughout this analysis.

Because the meson cloud model is a model of part of
~non-perturbative! sea, it can only be reliably applied to de
scribing the non-singletd̄2ū distribution. In Fig. 4 we show
the calculated difference arising from thepN component of

FIG. 4. Calculatedd̄2ū difference arising from thepN com-
ponent of the proton’s wave function, for cut-off massesLpN

51 GeV ~dashed! and 1.5 GeV~solid!.
3-4
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DYNAMICS OF LIGHT ANTIQUARKS IN THE PROTON PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 014033
the proton’s wave function for two different cut-off masse
LpN51 GeV ~dashed! and 1.5 GeV~solid!, giving average
multiplicities ^n&pN[*0

1dy fpN(y)513% and 26%, respec
tively. With the latter one has excellent agreement at in
mediatex, x&0.2, while somewhat overestimating the da
at the largerx values. The excess at largex is less severe for
the smaller cut-off. However, the strength of the contribut
in that case is too small at lowerx.

To reconstruct the ratio from the calculated difference,
assume, following E866, that the totald̄1ū is given by the
CTEQ4 parametrization@15#, and invert Eq.~6!. The result-
ing ratio is plotted in Fig. 5. At smallx the agreement with
the data for the larger cut-off is clearly excellent, but
largerx the calculation does not follow the downward tre
suggested by the data, similar to the CTEQ4 parametriza
in Fig. 2.

Both Figs. 4 and 5 suggest that the excess ofd̄ over ū is
too strong forx*0.2, and that a mechanism which su
presses or cancels this excess could be responsible fo
behavior seen in the data. One way to obtain such a supp
sion would be if the pion structure function were softer. A
tually, perturbative QCD suggests that the leading twist p
of F2

p should behave like (12x)2 @38# at largex ~see also
Ref. @39#!, although the Drell-Yan data@33–35# show that it
is closer to (12x), even with the inclusion of higher twis
contributions.
he
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ay
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Within the pion cloud model another way that some of t
cancellation can be understood is through theD isobar. Al-
though thepD component should be smaller in magnitu
than thepN, if some part of thepD distribution were to be
harder than thepN it would allow for some cancellation o
the large-x excess, while preserving more of the asymme
at smallerx. In fact, qualitatively such behavior is exact
what is seen in the model.

In the IMF, the pion distribution function with a recoilD
is given by@5,27,31#

FIG. 5. Extractedd̄/ū ratio for the pN component, with the
curves as in Fig. 4.
f pD~y!5
2gpND

2

16p2 E
0

` dkT
2

~12y!

F pD
2 ~spD!

y~spD2M2!2

@kT
21„MD2~12y!M …

2#@kT
21„MD1~12y!M …

2#2

6MD
2 ~12y!3 , ~12!
e

fit
t

ing

dis-
wherespD is thepD invariant mass squared and we take t
same functional form@cf. Eq. ~11!# for thepND form factor
as for pNN. The differentpD charge states are obtaine
from Eq. ~12! via f p1D05(1/2)f p0D15(1/3)f p2D11

5(1/6)f pD . ThepND coupling constant is defined by:

^NpuHintuD&5gpNDC
~1/2! 1 ~3/2!

tN tp tD ū~pN ,sN!

3~pN
a2pD

a !ua~pD ,sD!, ~13!

with ua the Rarita-Schwinger spinor-vector. The value
gpND can be related to thepNN coupling constant via SU~6!
symmetry, gpND5(6&/5) f pNN /mp'11.8 GeV21 @with
f pNN5(mp/2M )gpNN]. Note that in Ref.@40# ~see also@22#!
thepND coupling was extracted from the width of the dec
D→Np, giving a somewhat larger valuegpND

.15.9 GeV21 compared with the SU~6! value. However,
from numerous studies@41# of pN scattering in theD reso-
nance region, it is known that up to 50% of theD width
comes frompN rescattering~for example, through diagram
of the Chew-Low type!, so that it would be inappropriate t
ascribe the entire width to the tree level process in determ
ing gpND . We expect the SU~6! value for thepND coupling
to be accurate to within;10– 20 %.
f

n-

In Fig. 6 we show thepD distribution function as a func-
tion of y, compared with thepN distribution~10!. The latter
is calculated with a form factor cut-off,LpN , of 1 GeV,
while the former hasLpD51.3 GeV, which giveŝ n&pD

511%. ThepD distribution is somewhat broader than th
pN, peaking at slightly largery ~0.3 cf. 0.25! and having
more strength at largery, so that relatively more of thepN
contribution may be canceled at largerx than at smallerx.
~Note that in covariant approaches with at-dependent dipole
form factor thepD distribution is softer than thepN, so that
there theD plays a negligible role at largex.) The cancella-

tion of the d̄ excess with the inclusion ofpD states can be
seen explicitly in Fig. 7, where the~positive! pN and~nega-
tive! pD contributions are shown~dashed lines! for LpN

51.5 GeV and LpD51.3 GeV, together with the sum

~solid!. In Fig. 7~a! thepD brings the differenced̄2ū closer
to the large-x data points, while allowing for a reasonable
at smallerx. However, the cancellation is still not sufficien
to produce a downturn in the ratio at largex, as the E866
data appear to prefer, Fig. 7~b!.

More cancellation can be achieved by either increas
the pD contribution, or decreasing thepN contribution. Ei-
ther is acceptable in the model, as long as the resulting
3-5
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tributions do not contradict other observables, such as
total d̄1ū distribution, which should serve as an absolu
upper limit on the strength of the form factor@6#. In Fig. 8~a!

we show the contributions to the sumx(d̄1ū) from thepN
and pD components with LpN51.5 GeV and LpD

51.3 GeV, compared with the CTEQ4@15# and MRS98
@16# parametrizations. While at smallx the calculated distri-
butions lie safely below the parametrization~the difference is
made up by the perturbatively generatedg→qq̄ antiquark
distributions!, at largex the pion cloud already saturates th
total sea with these cut-offs—although one should add a c
tionary note that the antiquark distribution at largex is not
determined very precisely. For softer combinations of fo
factors, namely LpN51 GeV,LpD51.3 GeV and LpN

FIG. 6. pN andpD momentum distribution functions, with di
pole form factor cut-offsLpN51 GeV andLpD51.3 GeV.

FIG. 7. Contributions from thepN and pD components

~dashed! and the combined effect~solid! to the~a! d̄2ū difference

and ~b! d̄/ū ratio. The cut-off masses areLpN51.5 GeV and
LpD51.3 GeV.
01403
e

u-

5LpD51 GeV, the total non-perturbative antiquark sea
Fig. 8~b! is below the empirical parametrizations in bo
cases.

Therefore the only way to obtain a smallerd̄ excess at
largex and still be consistent with the total antiquark dist
bution is to reduce thepN component, having a cut-of
smaller than for thepND vertex. It was argued in Ref.@17#
that thepND form factor should be softer than thepNN,
based on the observation that theM1 transition form factor
was softer forgND than for gNN. However, there is no
clear connection between these form factors, and hence
compelling reason why thepND form factor cannot be
harder than that forpNN. Indeed, a comparison of the axia
form factors for the nucleon and for theN–D transition
strongly favor anN–D axial form factor that is significantly
harder than that of the nucleon. In fact, the former is bes
by a 1.3 GeV dipole, while the latter by a 1.02 GeV dipo
parametrization@42#. Within the framework of PCAC these
form factors are directly related to the corresponding fo
factors for pion emission or absorption@43#.

In Fig. 9 we show the difference and ratio of thed̄ andū
distributions calculated with the softerpNN form factor,
LpN51 GeV, andLpD51.3 GeV. The excess at largex
now is largely canceled by thepD. However, the smallerpN
contribution means that the asymmetry is underestimate
the intermediatex range,x&0.2.

FIG. 8. Total x(d̄1ū) distribution ~a! from the pN and pD
components~dashed!, with LpN51.5 GeV,LpD51.3 GeV, and
the total ~solid!, ~b! the total contribution forLpN51.5 GeV,
LpD51.3 GeV ~largest curve!, LpN51 GeV,LpD51.3 GeV
~middle!, and LpN5LpD51 GeV ~smallest!. The theoretical
curves are compared with the CTEQ4@15# and MRS98@16# global
parametrizations~dotted!.
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Based on these results it would appear difficult to obtai
quantitative description, within the pion cloud model, of bo
the ratio and the difference of thed̄ and ū distributions,
together with the total sea. One needs to consider, there
the possibility that other mechanisms may at least be pa
responsible for the discrepancy. Additional meson-bary
components, such as therN, could be included in extende
versions of the meson cloud model@5,24#. TherN, however,
has a hardery distribution than thepN, which would lead to
an enhancement of asymmetry at largex, in contradiction
with the data, even though ther structure function may be
softer than thep. On the other hand, the magnitude of t
rN contribution is known from previous analyses@5,24# to
be significant only for very hardrNN form factors. For a
rNN vertex of similar shape to that used for thepNN ver-
tex, LrN.LpN , the contribution from ther is unimportant.
Furthermore, therD contribution is far too small to be fea
tured in any subsequent cancellation@5,24,27#, if the rD
form factor is comparable to that forpD.

Another interesting possibility is that the pion sea its
could be asymmetric. In Eq.~9! only the valence structure o
the pion was included, though in principle there could ev
be asymmetric contributions tod̄2ū in the proton from
asymmetricd̄p1

and ūp1
distributions in a pion. One obvi

ous source of a pion sea asymmetry involves the same p
ics that is responsible for the charge radius of thep1,
namely the dissociation into virtualp and r mesons,p1

→p1r0 or p0r1. The effects of a meson cloud of a pio
~pr as well asK̄K* and KK̄* ) on deep-inelastic structur
functions were previously investigated in Ref.@44#. ~Of
course theD-isobar again cancels some of this asymme
through thep2, but as with the valence pion contribution

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 7, but forLpN51 GeV,LpD51.3 GeV.
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the sign of the effect remains.!
Unfortunately, nothing is known empirically about th

pion sea, so that the shape and normalization of such
asymmetry can at present only be speculative. Rather
construct a detailed model of the pion sea involving ad
tional free parameters~meson-meson vertex functions!, at
this stage it is more practical to ask how sensitive could
overall d̄/ū asymmetry be to a possible asymmetric sea, o
that is consistent with all the known phenomenological co
straints. To address this question we parametrize the n
singlet part of the sea distribution in the pion by a simp
form,

d̄sea
p1

2ūsea
p1

5Nxa~12x!b. ~14!

From low-energy quark models and Regge theory the ex
nent a is expected to be around 0 and21/2, respectively,
while b should be between 5–7 from perturbative QCD
guments and from our knowledge of the nucleon sea qu
distribution. The normalization of this component is u
known and given by the parameterN. Allowing for up to a
factor 2 uncertainty in the pion sea~which is related to the
uncertainty in the knowledge of the gluon distribution in t
pion!, we setN;4, and to be definite takea50 andb55.

The resultingd̄/ū ratio is shown in Fig. 10 for a ratio o

pion sea distributionsd̄sea
p1

:ūsea
p1

52:1 ~lower solid! and 4:1
~upper solid!, respectively, as well as for a symmetric s
~dashed! for LpN5LpD51 GeV. Clearly one gets appre
ciable enhancement in the low- and intermediate-x range,
bringing the curves to better agreement with the data, e
though the ratio is somewhat overestimated at lowx for the
more asymmetric sea scenario. How reasonable this ch
of parameters is can only be ascertained by acquiring dat
the pion structure function at values ofx smaller than cur-
rently available. The phenomenological consequences o
asymmetric pion sea for Drell-YanpN and other processe
will be discussed in more detail elsewhere@45#—see also
Ref. @46# for a discussion of measurements which would
sensitive to such an asymmetry.

Going beyond explanations involving meson clouds, o
can also investigate the possibility that the bare nucleon it
could be asymmetric with respect toū and d̄. As suggested

FIG. 10. Effect of an asymmetric pion sea on thed̄/ū ratio. The
dashed curve represents the ratio for a symmetric pion sea
LpN5LpD51 GeV, while the solid curves have asymmetric se

in the ratiod̄sea
p1

:ūsea
p1

52:1 ~lower curve! and 4:1~upper curve!.
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long ago by Field and Feynman@7#, the Pauli exclusion prin-
ciple can contribute to the asymmetry on the basis of thu
andd valence quarks being unequally represented in the
ton, thereby affecting the likelihood with whichqq̄ pairs can
be created in different flavor channels. In fact, earlier ana
ses of the NMC data@9,10# suggested that the best agreem
between theory and experiment could be obtained with
combined effects of pions and antisymmetrization, and in
next section we explore this possibility further.

IV. ANTISYMMETRIZATION

Although not directly attributable to the exclusion pri
ciple, the perturbative effects of higher-order quark excha
diagrams on thed̄2ū difference were calculated long ago b
Ross and Sachrajda@18#. They found that while they had th
correct ~positive! sign, their magnitude was insignificantl
small, since they only arose at orderas

2 . The flavor asym-
metry of the sea associated with the Pauli principle can th
fore only be addressed within non-perturbative approache
parton distributions, as concluded in@18#. Attempts to calcu-
late the valence distribution of the proton in various qua
models began in the mid-70s@47#, when it was realized tha
the relationship to the QCD improved parton model is qu
natural at a low scale~below 1 GeV2), where most of the
momentum of the nucleon resides on its valence quarks@48#.
This observation has been successfully exploited by
Dortmund group@49#, for example, in constructing phenom
enological, valence dominated, parametrizations in just
region.

Bag model calculations of nucleon structure functio
have provided some interesting insights into the n
perturbative parton distributions@8,50#. For any model in
which valence quarks are confined by a strong scalar fi
the vacuum inside and outside the hadron will be differe
From the point of view of an external probe, such as
virtual photon in deep inelastic scattering, the change in
vacuum structure inside the hadron will appear as an int
sic, non-perturbative sea ofqq̄ pairs@8#. Because of the Paul
exclusion principle, the presence of two valenceu quarks, as
opposed to a single valenced quark, in the proton implies an
asymmetry in this non-perturbative sea, so that there
small excess ofdd̄ pairs overuū pairs.

For details of the quantitative calculation of this effe
which is model dependent, we refer to the original pap
@8#. It is enough for us that the shape ofd̄2ū was found to
be similar to that of the usual sea quark distributions and
normalization,*dx(d̄2ū), less than 0.25. With this in mind
we parametrize the Pauli contribution by:

~ d̄2ū!Pauli5DPauli~n11!~12x!n. ~15!

Because the E866 data implies a softer asymmetry than
cal global fits of total sea quark distributions would give,
Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate, phenomenologically the powern
should be*10 rather than the 5–7 that has been common
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the total q̄ fits @15,16#. ~Compare also with the origina
Feynman-Field parametrization@7# which hadn510 and 7
for ū and d̄, respectively.!

The Pauli effect will produce an excess ofd̄ over ū over
the whole range ofx, so that it cannot lead to any cancell
tion of the large-x asymmetry. To be consistent with th
trend of the large-x data, especially for thed̄/ū ratio, one
needs therefore to keep thepNN contribution softer than
that frompND. Taking thepN andpD contributions calcu-
lated with LpN51 GeV andLpD51.3 GeV as in Fig. 9
above, we show in Fig. 11 the combined effects of pions a
the Pauli effect. For the latter the exponentn514, and the
normalization isDPauli'7%, which is at the lower end of the
expected scale but consistent with the bag model calculat
@8#. Together with the integrated asymmetry from pion
Dp'0.05, the combined valueD5Dp1DPauli'0.12 is in
quite reasonable agreement with the experimental res
0.100 from E866 and 0.148 from NMC. While the quality
the fit in Fig. 11 is quite good, it would be further improve
~see Fig. 12! if one were to use the softer pion structu
function, q̄p;(12x)2, as suggested by perturbative QC
@38#.

Before leaving this discussion of antisymmetrization w
should also mention the calculations of Donoghue a
Golowich @51#, and more recently Steffens and Thomas@52#,
of the one-gluon-exchange corrections to the 3-quark pro
wave function. Considering all possible permutations of
5-quark wave function allowed by Fermi statistics, the an
symmetrization of theqq̄ pair split off from the emitted
gluon with the quarks in the nucleon ground state, it tu

FIG. 11. Contributions from pions withLpN51 GeV andLpD

51.3 GeV~dashed! and from antisymmetrization~dotted! to the~a!

d̄2ū difference and~b! d̄/ū ratio, and the combined effect~solid!.
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out that there are in fact more diagrams foru quarks thand
quarks. This peculiarity results in there actually being
excess ofū quarks overd̄, albeit a very small one. On th
other hand, one should note that this calculation conside
just the perturbative contribution, while the Signal-Thom
effect @8# is a totally non-perturbative phenomenon, inclu
ing all possible non-perturbative interactions between
produced quark~or antiquark! and the confining mean field
of the proton. Steffens and Thomas also investigated the
fects of antisymmetrization betweenqq̄ pairs arising from
one-pion loops with the three quarks in the nucleon grou
state@52#, although here again the effects were found to
quite small compared with the antisymmetrization for t
bare nucleon state, and from the pion cloud contribution d
cussed in Sec. III.

V. CONCLUSION

We have, for the first time, at our disposal important n
data which map out thex-dependence of the asymmetry
the light antiquark sea. Most importantly, the E866 Dre
Yan results confirm the earlier observations that thed̄ andū
content of the proton is not symmetric. One of the mo
interesting new features of the data is the relatively f
downturn in thed̄/ū ratio beyondx;0.15, which drops rap-
idly back to unity byx;0.3. Taken at face value, this woul

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11~b!, but with an extra power of (12x) in
the pion structure function, according to Ref.@38#.
a
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appear to provide a challenge to models in which the as
metry is assumed to arise solely from the pion cloud of
nucleon, and in turn leads us to consider a richer and m
complex structure of the non-perturbative sea in which s
eral mechanisms may give competing contributions.

The evidence from the large-x data indicates that apD
component in the nucleon wave function may be necess
one which is harder in momentum space than thepN com-
ponent. Such a distribution arises naturally in the infin
momentum frame formulation of the pion cloud, unlike
earlier covariant approaches usingt-dependent form factors
where it was softer than thepN component and henc
played no role at largex. Consistency with data for the sum
of d̄ and ū at x*0.2 requires that both thepNN andpND
form factors be relatively soft, making it difficult to avoi
underestimating the E866 asymmetry at intermediatex, and
leaving room for other effects, such as the Pauli exclus
principle, to make up the difference. Along the lines of pr
vious estimates of the Pauli effect, we find the contributi
to thed̄2ū difference from antisymmetrization to be signifi
cant in magnitude, and particularly important at smallx. Our
final results suggest that the best description of the E866
is indeed that in which pions and antisymmetrization p
roughly equal roles—consistent with the findings of the e
lier analysis@10# of the NMC data forF2

p2F2
n .

In conclusion, we note that it would be helpful to hav
more data at largex, where the error bars are largest,
verify the downward trend ofd̄2ū, and to further explore
the possible discrepancy between the Fermilab and CE
data.
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